
Remedying Mischiefs: Bishop John  Russell  and

the  Royal Title
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Of the proceedings at Richard’s parliament in  1484  the Second Continuator of
the Crowland Chronicles wrote that ‘over and beyond confirmation of the title
by which the king had ascended to the dignity of the crown the previous
summer, that lay court took it upon itself to give a ruling on the validity of a
marriage. It  could  not do so, but it did.’ He added, by way of  justification, that
this happened  ‘becapse of the great fear that afflicted the most staunch among
them." James Gairdner rejected this hint that the Act for the Settlement of the
Crown had passed after debate and  some  strong initial opposition, comment-
ing ‘That  any opposition  should be made in Parliament itself to the passing of
such an  Act, was not to be expected.’2 His scepticism does not receive support
from the  extant texts  of the sermons  that  Bishop Russell  prepared as chancellor
for the opening of this parliamentary assembly and its cancelled predecessor
in November 1483.3 On the one delivered on 23 January 1484  Gairdner said, ‘It

is remarkable  that  the whole  object  of this sermon  .  . .  was to urge the import-
ance of unity in the body politic, and to  show  the evils which had sprung of
rebellion." This  was  not, however, the  whole  object.  The chancellor’s opening
address always dealt with the causes for which this particular parliament had
been  summoned. In January 1484  one of parliament’s two important duties
was to pass an Act of Attainder against those involved in the risings of the  pre-
vious October. No less urgent was a piece of left-ovér business: Richard had
now reigned for seven months and parliament had still to  make  him king de
jure  by defining his right to the crown. In the brief and breathless Latin
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summary of Russell’s speech given in the Rolls of Parliament the  first  of parlia-
ment’s  duties receives no specific mention.’ The  second  appears elliptically. The
chancellor, introducing the causes why parliament had been summoned, cited
his  text:

‘There are many members in one  body, but not all  have  the same
function.’ From which words he expounded solemnly and in a  most
statesman-like  way (graviter  et  mullum  politice) the faith that subjects
owe to the  king and the obligation owed by individual members [of
the  body] to the chief  member; referring to three kinds of body,
namely natural, man-made and political, and bringing in  that  the
tenth drachma (that is, one of the  most  precious endowments of this
political  body of England) had been lost. It had been determined
(rams  est) for  this  parliament-time6 that  the king, together with the
lords spiritual and temporal, must  search with the  utmost  diligence to
find it. In conclusion, once  this  tenth  drachma, which signified the
satisfactory completion of the business in hand (in  rebus agendis per-
fectionem), had been found, this body of ours—the political body of
the English nation—being sound and healthy, not feeble or wounded,
would long and gloriously unite king, lords and commons to devote
themselves perpetually to  peace at  home  and  abroad  and to the service
of the Author of  Peace  himself.

Much of  this  summary requires  elucidation  from the  text  it  matches, that  origi-
nally prepared for the parliament set to meet on  6  November 1483.7

John Russell had bad luck with his parliamentary addresses.  Some  time
after becoming chancellor to Edward  V  on 10 May 1483  he set to work to
compose  the sermon for the  king’s  first parliament, expected to assemble on
25 June, three days after Edward’s coronation.  Parliament’s  prime duty was
then to confirm the  Duke  of Gloucester as Protector of the Realm. Accord-
ingly, this was the subject of Russell’s sermon. He concludes it by saying that
when parliament has duly fulfilled its duty the young, divinely-appointed, king
will be able to rejoice and say to his uncle in the words of  Psalm 70/71  v.  6
‘Thou  hast been my strength from birth: from my mother’s womb thou  hast
been my protector.’ ‘Uncle, I am glad to  have  you [to be] confirmed in this
place, you to be my protector in all my [charges] and businesses. Ila fiat (“let
this be  so”), Amen.’

An incidental theme in this sermon was the unreliability of rumour and the
danger of forecasting the course of events to suit yourself and your own
perceived interests, as Russell felt  that  the Woodvilles had done: for instance,
in spreading the sinister stories reported by Mancini which impugned
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Richard’s  motives for removing his nephew frbm his maternal relatives?“ As we

know, events overtook  Russell  and his own forecast  proved  wrong. Edward

was not crowned on 22 June and no official  parliament assembled  to  hear  the

chancellor’s proposed address on 25 June. But Russell remained chancellor.

It was probably in September that he composed the new semen with which

he intended to  open  parliament on  6  November.  This  time parliament’s chief

business was to confirm Richard as king. Again, however, the occasion was

cancelled. But apart from one space left blank, the complete  text  of Russell’s

intended sermon is preserved, seemingly taken down from his own dictation. It

is this  text  that  I  propose to  analyse  in some detail.
First, for those whose favourite reading is not fifteenth-century sermons,

something should  be said about the genre. Such sermons were constructed in

accordance  with  certain  fixed  conventions.  There  was a short  text, almost

always from the bible. Individual  terms—‘key-words’—in this  would be treated

separately, possibly being given a  symbolic  significance not intended in the
original  context, then brought  together  by way of conclusion. Although

Russell’s  addresses  are very carefully designed, to the casual modern observer

they may well  seem  ill-organised rather than skilfully crafted, digressive, full of

abrupt changes of subject and crammed, almost  at random, with  quotations
from ancient authorities. It may well  seem  surprising that a fifteenth-century
audience could actually enjoy them, but one of their functions was to supply

the place of the modern news media and political commentators.  Thus  the

young merchants Richard and Robert Cely went  to hear the semen at Paul’s

Cross one Sunday in  1477, in search of  free  public entertainment and uplift.9

Hearers could expect cement on current  events, instruction, perhaps  on such

subjects of scientific learning as the mechanism of  sight, and an exegesis on

familiar  passages  of the bible.  A  contemporary congregation was conditioned

to  expect that  an apparently straightforward utterance  should  carry a subtext

of  further  meaning. To an extent  quite  foreign to us  today, sermons were

couched in metaphor, allusion, metaphysics and symbolism, in which

one object was  treated  as representing something else, the more  far-fetched  the

correspondence the better. Among numerous examples in bestiaries is that of

the  ‘serra’ (flying-fish) that pursues ships  for a time and then  sinks  back to the

sea. The ship symbolised the  righteous  and the fish represented  those  who fail

to  keep up their  good works and dive down to hell.lo An example of pictorial

analogy, more apposite to  Russell’s  semen, occurs in St  Augustine’s  com-

mentary on the Semen on the Mount. Augustine pictured the beatitudes as

forming a series of  steps, at whose top (‘Blessed  are the peace-makers’) came
peace, which be equated with  perfectio." Russell could well  have  had  this  in
mind when he  spoke  of parliament’s role as  a  peace-making body and looked
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forward to its achievement of  ‘perfectio’ in  rebus  agendz's, as the Rolls of
Parliament put it.

Something also  needs to be said about Russell’s attitude to preceding
events. Two independent sources remark that he was unhappy about the situa-
tion after 13 J une.l2 The sudden  coup at the Tower on that day was followed by
the Duke of  York’s surrender  from sanctuary three  days  later, so that he could
attend his brother’s coronation on 22 June—only the  coronation  was immedi-
ately postponed to  November. There  were rumours  about  large numbers of
armed men descending on London, ‘to keep the  peace.’ The most committed
Ricardian must agree that this was a time of alarms and uncertainties, when the
suspicions of Richard’s intentions previously disseminated by the Woodville
party must  have seemed to many to receive confirmation.'3 When Richard’s
claim to the throne was put forward by a preacher, or several preachers, and
then spelled out at length in a formal document, the petition asking Richard
to  take  the throne, it is not surprising that the allegations  were  viewed with
scepticism in some quarters. Or, as its added preamble would later put it in-
genuously, ‘diverse  doubts, questions and ambiguities’ were ‘moved and
engendered in the minds of diverse persons, as it is said."‘ In view of
Chancellor  Russell’s  known reaction to the situation a few days earlier, it

would be surprising if he did not share such doubts. At the very least, as a
canon lawyer he could be expected to maintain that  questions  concerning the
validity of  a  marriage  must, in law and conscience, be investigated in the
church court.  Until  the church had come to a decision, declaring Edward  V  and
his brother illegitimate was to jump the gun and meant  that  a king had been
deposed on the basis of untested allegations,” accepted by an unauthorised
assembly. Richard’s supporters were fully aware of  that, which is why they
thought  it essential to  have  the petition  enacted, word for word, by a  properly
constituted  parliament.

It is a reasonable assumption that they planned to have this done when  a
parliament met in November with the purpose of confirming Richard’s king-
ship. But rehearsing the petition would be an affront to  those  who, for one
reason or another, retained doubts about the manner of Edward’s deposition.
Some could well have felt  that  re-asserting unproved claims was not really a
convincing way to consolidate the king’s position and quieten the  doubts whose
existence the new preamble to the petition acknowledged. In his address Russell
would make it clear  that  the reconciliation of such differences between the
parties was essential if parliament’s efforts were to  restore  harmony. One
obvious  solution to the problem was a flat statement that by parliamentary
authority the crown now rested with Richard and his heirs forever. This was
to be the answer reached by the first parliament of Henry VII, which was
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eventually persuaded ‘by some of the wiser members’ to say nothing on the sub-

ject of rights by inheritance and (worse still) by conquest in battle." Instead, ‘in

avoiding of all ambiguities and  questions’, it was simply ‘ordained, stablished

and enacted, by authority of this present parliament’ that the inheritance of the

crown  should  remain with  Henry and the heirs of his body in perpetuity.”

It is also safe to assume that if the lords and commons had assembled on  6
November  those  of them who were not already aware of Russell’s  views  would

be waiting with interest to learn what the chancellor would have to say on  a
very live and controversial subject. For convenience I  shall  divide what he

planned to say into the three sections that progressively advance his theme.

They more or  less  coincide with his organisation around the key-words ‘body’,

‘light’ and  ‘eye’, which he  took  from his  text  in the  day’s  gospel, ‘the  light of thy

body is thine  eye’ (Luke  11: 34).l8
Starting with the word  ‘body,’ Russell opened by saying that  whatever

study mortal men undertake—whether divinity or law or philosophy—’the end
or practice of the  same  resteth always in the care of  some  manner kind of body

that  God, nature  or craft hath ordained and ordered here beneath.’ Bodies of

whatever kind—inanimate, or artificial, like a building, or conglomerate, like a

town—need a governor and caretaker to be responsible for their welfare: to

‘keep them in  good  estate’.  Russell quotes  a  Latin tag to the effect that those

who have the government over  a  nation have the same rights and duties as the

guardians of a child in wardship. England must not be  left  without care and

good ‘curators’. In the English body politic these are the three  estates  in parlia-

ment under their one head, ‘our sovereign lord the king, here  present’.  In this

body there must be due proportion and harmony, because, as  Sallust  said, ‘by

discord full great things fall to ruin and desolation.’ Russell’s opening has  thus
introduced  three  of his themes: the kingship, the role of king and parliament in

ensuring the well-being of the nation and the need for harmony. (What the

coronation oath called  ‘whole peace  and godly concord’)." He took his dis-

quisition on the kinds of body from a legal treatise by Sextus Pomponius (died

AD 138), which dealt with  usucapion, that  is, the process which, under Roman

(and civil) law, enabled someone in undisturbed  possession  of movable
property (a  defacto  right) to convert it to a legal title, one  dejure.  How many of

Russell’s putative hearers would recognise this significance is unimportant,

although many of them were trained lawyers who were probably familiar

enough with the term.  That  Russell went to this source suggests that he was

keeping well in mind that the whole thrust of his address was towards the issue

of how best to translate Richard’s  defacto  title into one  dejure.

The theme of decay and desolation (depopulation, in biblical terms) is con-
tinued with
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Would God that our  people  of England, where  every man now
severally studieth to his own singular  avail  and to the accomplishing
of his own particular affection, would  think  upon his own body—the
common and public body of the realm—whereof right  a  great person
is oftimes but  a small  member. And  yet, be he never so  great, if by his
doing this body falleth in decay, as we see daily it  doth  by enclosures

_ and emparking, by driving away of tenants and letting down of
tenantries [and what] is  most  to be sorrowed, by unlawful assemblies
arid insurrection, putting not  only the people but also the nébles to
extreme jeopardy and peril of life and lands, whereby this [realm] is
greatly dispeopled—such  a one, whatsoever he be, is but (as it were) a
rotten member of the body corporate, not able nor of  might  to  save  it
from falling.

Falling, Russell goes on, is the  most  common cause of the ‘bruising’ (i. e. break-
ing, fracture) of bodies. But we might pause here to consider Russell’s warning
against unlawful assemblies and insurrections: the culmination in his list of
selfish  actions  that  damage the  country’s  wellbeing. Unfortunately we cannot
know exactly when this sermon was composed or written down. The  summons
to  a  parliament was issued on 22  September, but the chancellor could have
known the proposed date for it earlier. It does not sound as though any serious
risings had yet  taken  place, and the first  ones  known, in Kent, seem  to have
begun about mid-October. Nor  does  any near-contemporary source give a
precise timing for Buckingham’s disaffection and break with Richard. But  I
think there is merit in Nichols’ identification of this ‘right  a  great’ personage with
Buckingham, who could already have  been suspected of fomenting dissent.”

Russell then introduces two images: those of  a  people walking in darkness
and the stumbling-blocks (‘offendicles’ or  offendicula) laid in their  way.  The
person  most  likely to fall is blind ‘or walketh in darkness, namel[y when any
likely] thing to stumble at is laid in his  way.’ He quotes Leviticus 19: 14 ‘Do not
set  a  stumbling-block before a blind  man’.  (It goes on, ‘thou shalt  not be a
calumniator nor stir up the people.’) Isaiah 8: 14—15 has  ‘Make  holy the Lord
of  Hosts  and he shall be a  sanctuary for you. But a stone of stumbling and  a
rock of offence (in  lapidem autem  offensionis  et in  petram  scandali) to the two
houses of Israel and a ruin to the inhabitants of Jerusalem. And many among
them shall stumble and fall and be broken and be ensnared and be taken.’

The images of darkness and breaking will recur later. Meanwhile, Russell
refers to one of the obstacles wilfully placed in the  path  of England by the
treacherous  behaviour  of her supposed allies (i.e. the French and Scots). The
French king (Louis X1) in particular cynically broke his  promises  (in the Treaty
of Picquigny in 1475) once he felt strong enough.
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With rhetorical abruptness Russell then  introduces  what could be  seen  as

Part Two in  a  thematic  scheme.  ‘1 trow that have we well reckoned we  have  lost

one drachma at the  least  of the ten drachmas which maketh the perfection of

our common weal.’ The  number  ten, he says rather cryptically and not very

grammatically in the  texts, ‘ends  and  perfects’ any group of ten objects such as

coins. Ten was seen as  a  perfect  number  because it is made up of the  units  from

one to four. ‘Perfection’ needs  a  gloss: the primary meaning was ‘completion’.
Russell does not  explain  the symbolism of the  lost  coin needed to restore

England’s  well-being. Instead he  turns  to the second ‘key-word’ in his gospel

text, ‘light’, and introduces the search required for this  missing treasure by way

of the parable of the woman who  lost  one of her ten coins and searched dili-

gently until shc found it (Luke 15: 8). The woman, he explains, is the nation,

‘which is far  fallen  from her perfection and greatly astonied [i.e. stupified] of

the fall and decay, of the  great  hurt and bruisure that she now seeth in the

members of the public body of England.’
Three new  themes have  now  been brought  in:  there  is a  lost  object, or

quality, symbolised by a drachma; this is needed to heal England’s shattered

condition; and there  must  be  a  careful search to find it. So far the sermon could

be seen as  a  series of bland and  rather  uncoordinated remarks about the

present  state  of England and the unexplained means by which the recovery of
something lost may alleviate discords. It acquires unity if we remember that

Russell  was dealing with the  reason  for summoning parliament, namely the

need to give legal  recognition  to Richard’s tenure of the  throne.  At the  same
time, he was emphasising that  this  should be done in a way that  healed division

in the realm. As he would say in  1484, ‘the  cause of this noble assembly at this

time is to provide how this our politic body may be either kept in  estate  or

relieved and sustained from the bruises and distresses that it is in.’
The  next  section of his address becomes specific about the question at issue.

The discussion is  again  opened abruptly.  Drachma  is the same word as drachm,

and as a weight a drachm contains three scruples, which signify the three

estates in parliament  (thus  bringing us firmly into the political arena as a

reminder of what parliament has been called upon to do).  A  scruple is also ‘a

subtle hard question’. The Latin idiom  that  Russell  quotes  in support from

Terence, inieci  scrupulum  homini, in fact  takes  the  sense  further.  Scrupulum

there comes close to ‘a spanner in the  works’ or ‘a spoke in the wheel’.

Problems—hard and awkward questions, or in another sense of the word,

troubling doubts—are involved in the search  ahead?‘ ‘it is to suppose that

every man  [should  have] at  this  day great scrupulosity, great anxiety, great

busy-ness and  doubt  of  mind  [how to purvey and invent]22 how the joyous and
prosperous  estate  which sometime was within the land  might  be  recovered.’
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Luke’s  parable teaches us how to achieve recovery:  ‘The  woman  that  had  lost
the perfection of her  number, one of her 10  drachmas,  what  doth  she but fast
getteth  a light and turneth up the  house, seeking every corner with all diligence
till she  hath  found that that she  seeketh for?’

One and  a  half pages are  here  left blank. Russell  then  refers back to the
sermon that opened Edward  IV’s last parliament, which  took  the  text  ‘The
Lord is my light and my salvation, whom shall I  fear?’ So ‘virtue and grace
coming from  above casteth  away all outward scr[uples]’. ‘Notwithstanding
that, because we stand at this time in the  place  of worldly policy, to be
persuaded [i. e. “convinced”] more than directly for the deep search of man’s
conscience, which requireth another figure and circumstance of  time, place and
matter to be ministered for that intent,’ we need light. The contrast between
‘worldly policy’, which had the meaning of political expedience, and the
dictates of  ‘conscience’ is carefully marked.  In searching for the good  thing that
parliament  seeks, divine guidance is all the  more needed because  parliament
deals with secular  matters, not spiritual and moral ones.  These  should be dealt
with  under  other  circumstances  and in  another place,  where they would be sub-
mitted to  ‘deep search’—stringent examination. The reference is surely to the
spiritual court and its jurisdiction over the question of Edward  IV’s  marriage to
Elizabeth Woodville. Perhaps it needs emphasis  that  for a churchman like
Russell the rights of the church  were  inviolable. They were also recognised by
laymen, including kings who guaranteed in their  coronation oath  ‘I shall  keep
the privileges of law canon and of holy church and due law and rightfulness.’”
In a decision during Richard’s reign (albeit in  a  slightly different situation),
Chief Justice Hussey pronounced that if an original action  ought  to commence
in the Christian court, and does so, and later an issue arises that is triable by
secular law, the  case is still triable by ecclesiastical law." What  the church court
might  have decided in the  case  of Edward’s alleged precontract is an interesting
but hypothetical question. The matter was not submitted to it.

Russell begins his  next  section with ‘It is  next  to ask, what is that  light?’
And gives the answer from his  fixst  words, his  text ‘the  light of thine body is
thine  eye.’ He now comes to his last  key-word. There  are two eyes in a perfect
body, which should not be different colours. He cites authority for the  state-
ment that the right eye symbolises ‘understanding’ (reason, intellect’). The left
stands for ‘affection’ (‘emotion, desire, self-interest or partiality’). This court of
parliament makes statutes by the clear sight of the right  eye, with an  under-
standing of the mischiefs they are meant to remedy. But often the  true  intention
of a  statute  is subverted in practice by people  motivated  by ‘affection’. The
point  seems  to be that there is a distinction between the intentions of an Act
and its possible effects. The word  ‘intention’ will occur significantly later.  I
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suggest that the relevance here is that the petition’s promoters wanted it
promulgated with the  intention  of ‘quieting men’s minds’ and  ‘removing  the
occasion of doubts and ambiguities’. Russell feared  that,  on the contrary, its
rehearsal would have the  eflect  of inflaming dissension further. Also, he con-
tinued, an eye is spherical—a simple uninterrupted circle. So in the gospel  text,
if your eye is  ‘single’ and not double (i. e. deceitful), your body will be  ‘fair  and
bright’. But Russell now points out that Luke  goes  on to say that if your eye is
wicked all your body will be dark and sinful.

If, as I think one  must  conclude, the following passage  was directed against
the  good  faith of Richard’s supporters, it may not be irrelevant to recall that all
the  sources  except the  Crowland  Chronicle  give  Buckingham  the leading role in
obtaining representative assent to Richard’s claim to the throne. It would be
much to the point, says  Russell, but would take too long

to show by all the  feats  [i. e., in this context, evil actions]:5 of  them that
hath most  guiding of  this  great  body of England how their eye (be it
the eye of understanding or  else  of affection) is wicked and double.
Let it suffice, beside the causes  that  be in hand, whereof at this time

no man is  ignorant, that under colour of administration of  justice,
by favour of such officers as make the panel, oftimes there is more
vengeable wrong committed through false information  s[oo]n
accepted than if the sword were drawn.  This  eye may well be called  a
double  eye, pursuing openly (in appearance) for justice, and under
that, covertly, of purpensed  intent, doing that  is  most  injustice.

‘And  so it is,’ Russell says before concluding entirely in Latin, ‘oculus duplex
seu  oculus nequam, bonum foret quad esset oculus nequaquam.  Juxta  illum alium
locum  euangeli:  Si  oculus tuus scandalizat  te,  erue  eum et  projice  abs  te.’ (‘Better
no eye at all than  a  deceitful or wicked one. Besides  this,  in another place in the

gospel [it says], “If thine eye offends thee  (scandalizat,  ‘leads  into  temptation’
or  ‘presents  a stumbling-block—a  scandalum’) pluck it out and cast it away
from thee.”’)

If, as  I  have argued, Russell’s subject is the form to be taken by the  Titulus
Regius—’the causes that be in  hand  whereof at this time no man is ignorant’—
the whole of this passage is an attack on the credibility and good faith of those
who originally produced the petition and now want it enacted. The false in-
formation given by corrupt jurors at the very minor local courts  held  at the
sheriff’s twice-yearly ‘tourn’ is brought in as an apposite example of the
wickedness of which Russell is accusing leading members of the government.26
The eye  that  causes scandal and should be plucked out  makes sense  if the impli-
cation is that the proposed statement of the royal title will cause  ‘scandal’ and
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should be abandoned. ‘It would even be preferable to have no formulation of
the title at all, rather than supporting fraudulent  claims.’ If  that  is not the
meaning of the  passage, what is?

Having made his own viewpoint very clear, Russell proposed to conclude
by leaving the ball in parliament’s  court, reminding members  that  parliament
had been ordained to lead the nation out of peril in  a  time of darkness. As the
eye is  a  circle without beginning or end, so parliament should  have  its sight
‘fixed  upon one ri[ght intention, not beginning] in malice or ending in corrup-
tion.’ The primary sense of ‘malice’ was ‘power to harm’, ‘harmful action or
effect’. ‘Corruption’ in this  context  probably meant disintegration, although
there  could  also  be the connotation of ‘moral decay’ or ‘failure of integrity’. We
must, the chancellor concluded, concentrate all our intelligence and emotions
on one single point, that is, the advancement of the common good. This is the
time appointed for that purpose.

A  final  point needs to be made. It is striking that Russell included no
commendation of Richard in this address. In his projected speech to Edward’s
parliament he was going to praise him for  ‘martial cunning, felicity and experi-
ence’ and  ‘great puis[sance], wisdom and fortuneness’. Perhaps the omission
was in deference to any anti-Ricardian sentiment among his expected hearers
of November?

To recapitulate my argument. The over-riding concern  of the November
parliament would have been to pass an Act confirming Richard’s title to the
throne. Russell accordingly concentrated on  that  subject in his proposed open-
ing address. A group of conflicts and councillors wanted parliament to enact
the petition of  25—26 June verbatim, and further to guarantee that  every clause
in it was true and indubitable.27 (In  fact, the salient clause bastardising Edward
V  had not been put to proof at all). Moreover, in the course of his sermon
Russell repeatedly stressed that the country was seriously divided and that
parliament must bring back the harmony it had lost. This meant giving careful
thought to the way in which an Act could best be worded, with due attention to
the  ‘scruples’ involved. One such difficulty was that parliament, as a lay body
concerned only with secular matters—’worldly policy’ —, had no right to issue
a decree on  a  matrimonial question. Russell then went further, questioning the
good  faith of the petition’s devisers and implying that  Edward  V  had been
deposed on the basis of false information. Far from smoothing over dif-
ferences, the proposed way of conferring a  de  jure  title upon Richard would
exacerbate them. Parliament should therefore find a solution which did not
originate in ‘malice’ and was not likely to end in ‘corruption’.

If this is  a  misreading of Russell’s  text, some crucial  questions  arise. If he
thought that rehearsing the petition would achieve harmony, why did he put so
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much stress  on eyes darkened by wickedness and deceit, on misinformation and
its possibly lethal  results, on the distinction between intention and effect in law-
making? Why quote scripture on plucking out an eye, unless to strengthen
‘bctter  no eye at all  than  a wicked  one’? What were the scruples making parlia-
ment’s task  difficult, and why did it require divine light to resolve them satisfac-
torily? Why did Russell mention  that  distinction between parliament and the
other place appropriate to deciding matters of ‘conscience’? What were the
wrong deeds in high places  that  he mentioned in connection with  ‘the  causes
that  be in hand’? Why urge parliament to approach its important  task  single-
mindedly, avoiding malice and corruption? And finally, if  Russell supported
the  enactment  of the  petition, why didn’t  he say so?

The parliament  summoned  for  6  November was cancelled, at short notice,

on  2  November after the  ‘Buckingham rebellion’ had  justified  all the chancel-
lor’s  fears of insurrection. When a new summons was issued on  9  December for
assembly on 23 January Russell re-cycled muchof what he had  already written,
which dealt, after  all, with the controversial topic  that  still concerned parlia-
ment. He adopted a new biblical  text, already quoted in his previous sermon
(‘In one body we have many members but all  members  do not  have  the  same
function’: Rom. 12: 4), and recast the introductory portion to include new
material  on the rebellion and the warning it posed for the nation. This intro-
duction, which is now bound up in a different part of the  volume  from the

sermons  for June and November, seems to have been carefully tailored to join
on to the bulk of the  November text  at the point where the word ‘scruple’ first
appears. To judge by the  report  in the Rolls of  Parliament  Russell also added  a
sentence or two  looking forward to the peace that a  harmonious  settlement
might  bring.  Again  he  quoted  from  1  Cor. 12: 25 that  there  should be no schism
in the body: ‘to the  intent  that all manner strife and division whereby this
public body is oftime dyscrased [i. e. disordered]28 should be eschewed.’

In his previous sermon Russell had failed to praise Richard, but  that  did
not  mean  that he was withholding acknowledgement of the anointed king. The
alarming risings of October now  made  it more than ever necessary that
Richard’s  position  receive parliamentary confirmation. The form to be taken
by that  confirmation still remained an  issue, however. The legality of  Richard’s
rule had been openly challenged by the  rebels  and putting down the dissidents
had not removed doubts on the  subject.  (Or  extirpated  all rebels). Accordingly,
Russell’s new introduction ends with a  reference  to scruples: ‘I  fear  me that ere
we can find again the ancient prosperity which  seemeth  now lost—while we be
seeking for the besant—we  shall  be occupied for a time with a physical drachm.
A drachm  in physic is called the weight of three scruples .  .  .’.

The chancellor  left  his  heaters  in no  doubt  where he stood on the subject
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of insurrection. King, court and council represented the belly of the body
corporate, and

This busy womb  of  thought, care  and pensiveness is waxed full great
in the  days  that we be in, not only by the sudden departing of our old
new-reconciled enemies from such treaties, oaths  and promises as they
made  unto  this land, but  also  by marvellous  abusion within, forth of
such as  ought  to have remained the  king’s  true and faithful subjects. It
is too  heavy to think and see what  case  and danger by some  one
person, late right  a great  member of this  [body], many other  noble
members of the  same have  been brought into. The  example  of this fall
and righteous punition would not be forgotten. Whoso  taketh  upon
him, being a  member  under the head, that that to his office and fidelity
appertaineth  not, setting the  people  in rebellion or  commotion against
the prince, be he never so great or noble in his  estate, he is, as it were,
a  rotten  member  of the body, not able nor of might to save it from
falling.

The succeeding passage is particularly dense with scriptural allusions. The
rebels had  placed  another ‘offendicle’ in the  path  of  a  nation walking in dark-
ness and had  also  acted blasphemously in attempting to overturn (or  antici-
pate) God’s  decrees. God alone  ‘removes  kings and kingdoxns’29 and the king
was in power by his inscrutable provision:

Is it not  a  dark way a  man to  take upon  him the  most  privileged and
secret office of his maker, Almighty God? Is it not  a  blind judgement
to deem  a  certainty before, upon things that may happen otherwise: to
determ  the  sentence  of God after the  pleasure  or miscontenting of
man’s  mind, when  Saint  Paul assureth us  quad incomprehensibilia sun!
iudicia  Dei et  investigabiles  vie  eius?  The cause of his  deed that moveth
all  movable  things, which is only God, qui  transfert reges  et  regna,
could never yet be  comprehended  in  man’s  wit, and the way to
come thereto  is so dark and cloudy that  the further  a  man searcheth
therein, the further he is  therefrom:  Videmus enim  hic per  speculum  in
enigmate.

Leave the future to God, therefore, and follow the  apostle’s  injunction to obey
those  set over you (Hebrews 13: 17).  This  was the way that it would have been
safest to follow  (‘had  be  most sure  to have be followed’).3°

This speech  received a bad press, so to  speak, in the official report in the
Rolls of Parliament, which is unusually short and cuts it to its bare essentials. It
omits all  direct  reference to the rebellion and says nothing of  God’s  inscrutable
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decisions, nothing of darkness and the need for light, nothing of scruples or

wicked eyes. And if, as  I  have argued, Russell wanted to persuade parliament not

to enact the petition, he failed.  (That  being so, there is the other possibility that

Russell himself wished to omit from the summary criticisms that had not carried

weight in the end). The Second Continuator of the Crowland Chronicles does

not  explain  the nature of the  ‘great  fear’ that struck even the staunchest.

Gairdner plausibly suggested that in the end the over-ruling consideration was

fear of renewed invasion or disturbances at home." Certainly it could have been

argued  that  it would strengthen Henry Tudor’s position if Richard were declared

king, not by reason  of legitimate succession but by parliamentary authority

alone. ‘Worldly policy’ meant  that  what one parliament could do another could

undo—as, of course, would  happen  anyway in  1486.
In the light of the foregoing discussion, that Russell agreed to remain chan-

cellor in June  1483  is rather more surprising than the fact that Richard kept

him in office until  late  July 1485 (when  Russell  may have resigned from ill-

health). The reasons largely coincide. Russell was a valuable and reliable

servant of the crown, who saw loyalty to the impersonal crown as his

ineluctable  duty.  He also shared with Richard the conviction  that  ‘good

governance’ was essential and civil unrest to be deplored above all things, lest

‘by discord full great things  fall  to ruin and desolation.’ Both  men probably

saw clearly that continuity of administration was important in maintaining

‘good  governance’.32 Nor in September l483—January 1484  was there anything
seditious about urging parliament to deal discreetly with an unprecedented and

volatile situation.
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